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Rosengren ’79 announced as next board chair
BY PEG SCHREINER
News Editor

On September 4, the College
announced in a press release
that Eric Rosengren ’79, P’12
will be the next chairman of
the Board of Trustees. The announcement, which was also delivered to students in an Official
Notice from President David A.
Greene, came after a unanimous
vote from the board.
Rosengren is the president
and chief executive officer of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
where, according to the Bank’s
website, he began working in 1985
as an economist in the research
department. Rosengren has been
refining his expertise in his field
since being on the Hill, where he
graduated summa cum laude with
a degree in economics, and continued on to earn a M.S. and a Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin.
In a video conference, Rosengren
expressed his excitement by saying he views his new position as “a
huge opportunity.”
The search for a new Board
chair began last winter, when the
current chair, Robert E. Diamond
Jr. ’73, announced to the Board
that he would be stepping down
after six years in the position.
While Diamond initially proposed to step down at the beginning of this academic year, Greene
said in an interview that he asked
Diamond to stay on through May
to ensure a smooth transition for
the next chair. Rosengren will understudy Diamond for the remainder of the year as a co-vice-chair
of the Board. Diamond will maintain a position on the Board and

was praised by both Greene and
Rosengren for his strong leadership over during his tenure.
According to Greene, the Board
of Trustees created a subcommittee to ensure that the chair succession would be done collaboratively and thoughtfully. The
subcommittee led by Joe Boulos
’68 and Lou Richardson ’67, also
included Greene. In a phone interview, Richardson said that the
first thing the subcommittee did
was “to decide if there was a fitting job description for the Board
chair.” She noted that while this
may not seem like an obvious
step, the Board wanted to make
sure that the job description was
in line with the Board’s vision for
the College’s future. Once they had
agreed on the job description, the
subcommittee released a survey to
the entire Board and conducted
interviews with each member to
establish the attributes and values
they wanted in a new leader.
Richardson said that there was
a 100 percent participation rate
for the survey, and that there were
two “very consistent” responses
received: a person with demonstrated leadership both on and off
the College’s Board, and someone
who possesses strong communication skills.
As a former chair of the Board,
Boulos noted in an email correspondence that the election process has greatly evolved in recent
times: “years ago there was not
much of a process. Today, every
Board member is surveyed and
then individually interviewed by a
member of the search committee.
Just like everything else at Colby,
this was a collaborative process.”
Rosengren reiterated Boulos’s

Eric Rosengren ’79 will become the new board chair in May.

point by saying that of the many
nonprofit Boards he has been associated with, the College’s stood
out as having a “highly deliberate”
search process.
As shown by his unanimous
election, Rosengren is perceived
by many to embody the values
deemed necessary by his peers
on the board. Boulos described
Rosengren as having an “analytical, collaborative and thoughtful” leadership style, adding “he
is extremely bright and values
input from all those individuals
with whom he works.” Greene also
shared his confidence in Rosengren’s leadership ability, calling
him “incisive” and saying that his
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collaborative nature leads him to
“ask the very best questions.”
While Greene was in agreement
with the essential qualities put
forth by the search subcommittee,
he also described his own, unique
criteria: “the new chair has to have
a deep commitment to the College
and share a view with the president.” Greene said that the Board
is tasked with having the “longest
view” out of any group at the College, as they have to make decisions to ensure the success of the
College “50 or 200 years down the
line.” As a result, it is imperative
that the president of the College
and the chair of the Board have a
strong relationship.

In addition to having inherent
leadership and communication
skills, Greene said that Rosengren is “highly unique” as a board
chair due to his academic history.
Rosengren has remained active
in research since his time at the
College, engaging with subjects
ranging from macroeconomics
and bank supervision to the economics of mid-sized cities that
have experienced hardship within
recent decades.
The latter research, which, according to Bloomberg Business, the
Boston Fed has turned into a competitive grant-making program to

cont’d in Board Chair, p. 2

Students lead push for gender-neutral restrooms on campus
Announced earlier this fall,
student groups on campus will
begin leading discussions on
gender-neutral bathrooms and
their future at the College. Conversations surrounding gender
neutral and co-ed bathrooms
have been happening on college campuses across the country for years. Gender-neutral
bathrooms address issues of
inclusivity and gender binaries
that many community members
struggle with on a daily basis.
In recent years the country has
seen a huge push to use gender
neutral pronouns, filter speech
of homophobic or non-inclusive
language, and be more accepting
of those whose sexuality or gender identity are not encompassed
by traditional speech. Naturally,
there has been an ongoing discussion on campus to talk about
how these bathrooms should
look and be laid out and whether
they should replace the campus’s
traditional, gendered bathrooms.
Traditional bathrooms typically follow a binary of male

and female rooms; however,
many people find that they do
not fit into the binary system
and wish to receive accommodations accordingly.
The campus discussion, led
by Abby Snyder ’18, is moving at a particularly fast pace,
with various administrative
groups becoming involved in
the prospect of new bathrooms.
Snyder’s current goal is to plan
for improvements and acquire
feedback on the College’s gender-neutral bathrooms, and uphold the College’s goal of being
an inclusive community.
Proponents of gender-neutral
bathrooms say that they are important because they help represent the inclusive nature of this
school. Additionally, bathrooms
that function outside of a gender
binary ensure that each and every student can have their preferences met while on campus.
Snyder reiterated in an email
correspondence that the beneficiaries of these bathrooms are
widespread: “our current understanding is that gender-neutral
restrooms benefit those who are
typically underrepresented when
we think about this daily proce-

dure—especially genderqueer,
gender non-conforming, and
other trans identities, as well
as disabled persons
who have different
gendered helpers.”
Despite the benefits, some see that
in having bathrooms
that are accessible to
all people, there are
those who find the
idea intrusive. One
sophomore,
who
preferred to remain
anonymous,
said
“bathrooms should
be a comfortable
space, and the idea
of having solely coed bathrooms would
make me uncomfortable and feel like my
privacy was being
taken away.” Snyder
commented that her
group’s goal is to have
“at least one” gender
neutral bathroom in
each campus building, not to have
all bathrooms be gender-neutral.
Snyder said that the feedback
she has received so far has been
“overwhelmingly positive,” from
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students and faculty alike. After
the most recent discussions on
September 22, Snyder said that

“we are beginning with a survey
of all restrooms [on campus] to
see what the signage is (whether
it features a binary, how many
single-occupancy
restrooms

are in each building, and what
those single-occupancy restrooms look like.” The next steps
are to work with the Physical
Plant Department to “change
signs on single-occupancy restrooms so that they are more
inclusive of non-binary identities. After that, we will create a
map of the restrooms on campus
so that prospective and current
students can find what best suits
them,” said Snyder.
Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students Jim
Terhune said in an interview
that he believes this conversation is a “hugely important one”
for the community to be having. Terhune said that we should
“want to project to visitors and
to all that this is a place where
people are encouraged to be
wholly who they are and feel
supported and safe in doing so.”
As the community moves
towards increased levels of inclusiveness and seeks more diversity on campus, the administration is expected to continue
its advocacy. One can rightly
expect to see more gender-neutral bathrooms on campus in the
coming semesters.
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“This is a place where
people are encouraged to
be wholly who they are
and feel supported and
safe in doing so.”
Jim Terhune
Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students
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New chair of Board Acclaimed activist speaks to campus
con’t from Rosengren, p.1
identify commonalities between
cities that have recovered from a
collapse in manufacturing, is not
only part of the reason the media
calls Rosengren an “activist” fed,
but is also especially pertinent to
current efforts from the College to
partner with Waterville.
Rosengren said “very few presidents would think about collaboration in the way [Greene] does,”
and thinks that the Board can help
create “fruitful” interactions between the College and the Waterville community.
When asked about where his interest in economics and public policy spurred from, Rosengren cited
a collaborative experience with
retired Herbert E. Wadsworth Professor of Economics Jim Meehan as
“life-changing.” The summer after
his junior year, Rosengren was recommended by Meehan for a job at
the Maine Attorney General’s office
for a study they were conducting
on the regulation of the trucking
industry in Maine. Meehan said in
an email correspondence that he
recommended Rosengren because
“he showed a genuine interest in
economics and he thought carefully about the economic concepts
and policy issues we were examining.” Rosengren ultimately turned
that summer’s study into a Watson
Fellowship, for which he spent a
year researching trucking markets
in Australia—still under the advisement of Meehan.
The experiences that Rosengren
had with Meehan and other faculty
members at the College prompted
him to make “thinking about how

relationships between faculty and
students can continue to be rich” a
priority for his time on the Board.
Rosengren said that these close
relationships give the College a
“comparative advantage” over large
universities whose lecture hall environments can be nearly replicated over the internet.
Meehan agreed that building
the College’s academic program
is the most important role of the
Board, and said: “being a Colby
graduate, a parent of a Colby
graduate, and a member of the
Board, Eric knows Colby and understands the importance of a rigorous academic program that allows students to grow and achieve
their academic potential.”
When asked what he thinks
the College’s biggest challenge is,
Rosengren cited Waterville’s development. Although he currently acknowledges that downtown is not
as “inviting” as some other college
towns, Rosengren is “excited by
[Greene’s] vision” and thinks that
“if Waterville becomes rejuvenated,
we will all benefit.” Another area
that Rosengren hopes to focus on is
how the Board gathers evidence for
their decision-making. As he calls
himself “an economist by training,”
Rosengren thinks the Board should
aspire to embrace a higher dependency on data.
Rosengren will begin to work on
the revitalization and data projects
on the day after commencement,
May 23, when he assumes his position as Board chair. Greene, who
anticipates that day with excitement, shared his confidence in
Rosengren: “there may be people
who don’t like Eric, I just haven’t
met any of them yet.”

BY PEG SCHREINER
News Editor

On September 21, the Pugh Center Lecture Series welcomed artist,
organizer, and activist Patrisse Cullors to speak to the campus community. The talk, which was held in Ostrove Auditorium, engaged a large
crowd in a discussion on the racial
dynamic in America.
Cullors, who is currently based
in Los Angeles, is founder of Dignity and Power Now (DPN) and
co-founder of #BlackLivesMatter.
According to its website, DPN is a
“grassroots organization based in
Los Angeles that fights for the dignity and power of incarcerated people,
their families, and communities.”
In collaboration with fellow activists Alicia Garza and Opal Tometi,
Cullors founded the Black Lives
Matter movement in 2013 to provide
on-the-ground support to communities across the country who have
“taken action and responded to the
ongoing virulent anti-Black racism
permeating our society,” according
to Cullors’s personal website.
During her speech on campus, Cullors’ cited the tumultuous events surrounding the fatal
shooting of 17 year-old Trayvon
Martin by neighborhood watchman George Zimmerman as the
catalyst for the #BlackLivesMatter
movement. Cullors said that the ultimate acquittal of Zimmerman for
the shooting made her realize that
an intervention had to be made
that “could galvanize black people
across the country,” and illuminated for her that the country is “not
post-racial.”
When Cullors went to social me-

dia to “grieve” Zimmerman’s verdict, she read a note Garza wrote to
the black community that included
the phrase “black lives matter.” Cullors instantly recognized the importance of the phrase and decided “it
not only needed to be a hashtag, but
also a project.”
As one of the first steps of this
new project, Cullors led a protest
in Beverly Hills, CA, a historically
white neighborhood. The protest

“[The phrase] not
only needed to be
a hashtag, but also
a project.”
Patrisse Cullors
Activist and organizer
garnered a lot of attention from
the police, according to Cullors,
and accomplished the movement’s
goal of making the white community feel the same sense of police
occupation that black communities feel on a daily basis. Many
members of the community ultimately joined the conversation,
marking the beginning of one of
the first local chapters of #BlackLivesMatter.
The power of the movement was
further shown in 2014, when outrage surrounding the fatal shooting of 18 year-old Michael Brown
by a white police officer in Ferguson, MO led to another protest.
Cullors and her partners watched

on the news as protestors in Ferguson were being met with tear
gas and rubber bullets, essentially
“under attack for showcasing that
black lives matter,” Cullors said.
Along with writer and activist
Darnell Moore, Cullors organized
a 500-person ride across the country to St. Louis. Their mission, said
Cullors, was to “show the country
that Ferguson is not an aberration.
Ferguson is Los Angeles. Ferguson
is Atlanta. Ferguson is Maine.”
At the end of the talk, Cullors noted that this time period
is America’s opportunity to “show
up” for black lives, and said the
question for Colby students is
“what are you going to do?”
Following the talk, Cullors invited the audience to ask questions. In one of her responses,
Cullors addressed the usage of the
phrase “All Lives Matter” and described it as a “negation of black
lives.” She said that the issues with
that phrase are apparent in an
analogous cartoon that portrays
two houses, one that is burning
and one that is safe, with a caption
that reads: “All Houses Matter.”
In addition to her work with
DPN and #BlackLivesMatter, Cullors has recently completed a fellowship at the Acrus Center for
Social Justice Leadership. The fellow ship focused on state and vigilante violence for the 2014 Without
Borders Conference, according to
a statement from the Pugh Center.
Cullors is also a Fullbright Scholar,
the 2007 Mario Savio Activist of the
Year, and received the Sidney Goldfarb award. She graduated from the
University of California, Los Angeles with a dual degree in religion
and philosophy.

NESCAC News

NESCACs to take on new projects
BY GRANT ALENSON
Asst. News Editor

Activist Patrisse Cullors spoke to a packed auditorium on September 21.
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This week in the NESCAC,
money is on the mind. Bates
College, Williams College, and
Bowdoin College have all seen
great returns on their endowments and some are partaking
in construction projects. Both
Bates and Williams are facilitating talks about construction
projects on their campuses
and the surrounding areas.
Last Wednesday, according
to The Bates Student, the College hosted a two-hour forum
focused on the redevelopment
of the largest of the mills in
downtown Lewiston. The largest of the mills was purchased
by Grow L/A, a non-profit
dedicated to inspiring growth
in the Lewiston/Auburn area,
was founded in the fall of 2012.
The brainstorming sessions
were lively; suggestions for the
use of the mill’s space included
a grocery store, a community
kitchen, an incubator for organic food businesses, a youth
center, and even an indoor
water park. Bates is hoping to
decide how to utilize the space
in the coming months.
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Likewise, Williams has plans
for expanding their campus.
According to The Williams
Record, the College has undertaken a collection of renovation and new construction
projects that will cost about
$287 million over the next five
years. Currently, Williams is
either actively engaged in or
on the eve of launching nine
substantial construction projects, with 10 more on the list
of potential long-range plans.
These projects incorporate all
areas of the College: academic
and administrative buildings,
student dorms, athletic facilities and more. The College
aims to have all buildings that
cost over $5 million adhere
to LEED Gold standards, a
benchmark set by the United
States Green Building Council. None of the current or
planned future projects will
produce self-sustaining buildings, such as the Class of 1966
Environmental Center completed last year; however, all
College buildings will be constructed with environmental
efficiency in mind. This initiative to engage in so many
construction projects has par-
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tially stemmed from the recent
performance of the College’s
endowment. The Williams Investment Office believes that
the endowment is capable of
achieving an annualized real
rate of return of five percent,
allowing the College to spend
up to five percent of the endowment each year.
Similar to Williams, Bowdoin has seen great returns on
their endowment. An article in
The Bowdoin Orient notes that
the College’s endowment generated an investment return of
14.4 percent in fiscal year 2015
(FY15), making it the third
consecutive year that the endowment has generated double
digit returns. On June 30—the
end of FY15—the endowment
was valued at $1.393 billion.
The College’s three, five, and
10-year annualized returns
are 16.5 percent, 14.7 percent
and 10.5 percent respectively.
The endowment’s growth has
significantly increased the
primary resource that allows
Bowdoin to offer its students
financial aid. Of the total endowment balance, approximately 46 percent is restricted
to financial aid spending.
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Local men in prostitution sting LePage on the income tax
BY MERRILL READ

Contributing Writer
Maine is no stranger to headlines
about prostitution, with the Kennebunk prostitution ring featured
in Vanity Fair in 2013. Now Maine’s
capital has its own solicitation scandal. Between the dates of August 11
and September 17, the Augusta
Police Department, the Waterville
Department Police Office, and the
Kennebec County Sheriff ’s Office
came together to coordinate a sting,
where they arrested 21 men in Augusta and Waterville. Three of the
men hail from the Waterville area.
Suspecting prostitution was becoming an issue in central Maine,
the three law enforcement institutions placed advertisements and
social media solicitations on the
Internet in hopes of drawing out
men and women who were looking to pay for sex. The police forces
conducted the investigation by
posting a phone number as bait
on the popular sex advertisement
site,Backpage.com. Within an hour,
they began to receive calls asking
questions about what kind of sexual
acts could be solicited, the cost, and
how long the acts would last.
Those who showed interest were
then told to meet at a predetermined location under the expectation that there would be a money
exchange for a sexual experience.
21 men took the bait and were
charged with Class E misdemeanors, which, entails up to 6 months

in prison and a fine up to $1,000.
Walter McKee, an Augusta defense
attorney, argued to Central Maine
that their names being released
to the public is “the lesser of the
punishments”. The ages of the men
charged ranged from 23 to 71.
Some of these men were also
charged for separate crimes such
as crack cocaine trafficking and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
The hearings for most of these men
will be held at Waterville District
Court or in Augusta’s Capital Judicial Center between October 5 and
November 30.
The teamwork used to organize
this sting is exactly what Hohman
Sprague, member of the Maine Sex
Trafficking Victims Support Fund,
believes will reduce the prostitution
problem. He stated to The Portland
Press Herald: “We don’t have one
go-to organization in the state, so it
makes it critical that multiple organizations work together to meet the
complex needs of the problem”.
Waterville Police Chief Joseph
Massey agreed: “we will absolutely
continue to work with other departments when time and resources allow us to do it. These stings
also make people think twice about
looking for sex because they realize
they could be walking into a sting.”
As we have moved into the technological age, prostitution is more
discrete and often organized online. “Prostitution has always led
to human trafficking and is a serious issue in our community and

communities around the country.
It has been a priority for police to
cut down on human trafficking and
many of us in law enforcement and
non-profits that provide support
for sexual abuse victims believe that
prostitution is no different than human trafficking.” Massey said.
Maeghan Maloney, the Kennebec
County District Attorney, told the
Portland Press Herald in an interview, “With prostitution, a woman
is making that decision and is in
charge of herself. With sex trafficking, we’re talking about targeting
and recruiting vulnerable women
and manipulating them to engage
in sex. The difference is who is in
control, who’s in charge.” In both
cases, the people driving this industry are clients, also known as Johns.
Massey points out that “It is not
a victimless crime. [The prosititutes worked]to support their
drug habits or their children and
unfortunately in that order. It is
dangerous job and it is alienation
and exploitation.”
As for what Colby students and
faculty can do to help eliminate
these acts of injustice, Massey
claimed, “Education is a good start
and if you get involved in outreach
programs it is very helpful. It is
just unfortunate that people, usually women, find themselves in
this situation trying to survive or
support their drug habits. It is a
vicious cycle and it is difficult for
them to get out of it but with help,
it is possible.”

Battle against statewide drug abuse
to curing the heroin epidemic. This
stalemate has inspired other groups to
Contributing Writer
initiate change from other angles, such
as treatment, therapy and providing
In recent years, Maine drug use has housing and other needs.
skyrocketed. Drug addiction is an isThe Coalition’s program is based
sue that has grown over the past few off of the Law Enforcement Assisted
years and has recently reached a peak Diversion program, started in Seattle.
in Maine, with drug related deaths at The main goal is to send addicts and
an all time high of 208 people in 2014. offenders to rehab instead of jail., as
As of June 30, 63 deaths by heroin rehab is not always available to adoverdose have been reported. Over dicts who don’t have health insurthe summer, 14 heroin overdoses ance. The program would also utilize
were treated in Portresources that are
land in a 24-hour
already available in
period, resulting in
the communities,
two deaths. These
such as the Service
The main goal is
startling statistics
Center
Coalition
to send addicts
have reinvigorated
and the Maine Muthe fight against
nicipal Association.
and offenders to
drug abuse. In the
The $2 million
coming week, The
dollar project hopes
rehab instead of
Mayors Coalition,
to organize eight ofjail...the program
a group of mayors
fices located in each
from eight Maine
of the cities that are
would
also
utilize
communities,
is
part of the Coaliresources that are
presenting a project
tion. These offices
to the Maine Dewill offer treatment
already available in
partment of Health
and counseling to
a Human Service.
addicts seeking rethe communities.
The project will help
covery. Each locafight the statewide
tion would receive
drug addiction epi$250,000 in funding
demic. Last year, the
and have a full-time
Coalition represented 12 communi- case manager that would organize the
ties. This past year, four communities, different programs that the location ofincluding Waterville, did not choose fered. The funding would also be used
to renew their membership due to to supply clothing, housing and other
overlap of interests in groups that needs of people in treatment. These
the city already funds such as Service sites would help addicts get health
Center Coalition. The state of Maine insurance, emergency housing and
has struggled to find focus: is there other necessities.
Portland Mayor
enough money for treatment if law Michael Brennan has called for an
enforcement needs to be ramped up?
increase in MaineCare, Maine’s MediGovernor LePage of Maine has care program, to help rehab become
wrestled with this question. Last sum- accessible to those who need it, yet the
mer he threatened to bring in the Department of Health and Human
Maine National Guard to help patrol Services has been working to diminfor drug traffickers if the police force ish the number of people relying on
didn’t receive more funding—funding MaineCare. The programs also calls
that was being used to pay for gov- for an increase in limiting legal drug
ernment-funded treatment and rehab supplies and law enforcement for drug
centers. He justified this statement by related crime, in hopes to keep people
citing the fact that less than 30 percent from becoming addicted in the first
of people involved with government place. In addition, offenders of minor
treatment programs complete the pro- drug-related crimes would be directed
gram successfully, even claiming that towards treatment and counseling
the statistic may be lower. Despite this instead of jail. These aspirations have
statement, LePage has been unable been helped by the current Governor’s
to pass any bills that would increase administration lessening the amount
punishments for drug offenders, even of legal painkillers prescribed by 45
though he states this is the first step percent, a major victory in fighting

BY OLIVIA GOMEZ

heroin addiction, as many heroin addicts became a heroin user through
legal painkiller prescriptions.
This need and lack of support has
caused an increase in privately-run
sober living homes that offer care to
addicts. These homes have sprung up
in Portland and other areas of Maine
in the recent past. The Service Center
Coalition hopes to use this network
of rehabs and treatment centers in
conjunction with the Coalition’s
sites. The homes are embedded into
neighborhoods, situated near each
other. Though these homes are entirely sober and more than 90% of
the Portland home residents stay
sober while living there, neighbors
of the home worry that the presence
of a sober living community, a sober
living office and treatment centers
would decrease the quality of neighborhood. However, privately run
organization ensures that the people
involved with treatment will not affect the neighborhood negatively.
After complaints increased about
sanitation in Portland parks, the city
stepped up patrols in parks and local spaces. A step that was taken towards victory over drug addiction in
Maine was the installment of needles
receptacles in parks and public areas.
These boxes would help keep needles
off of public areas, improving the
parks aesthetically and decreasing
the re-use of needles for public safety.
The need for these programs exists: overdoses and deaths caused by
heroin and prescription pills have
steadily increased countrywide and
across Maine over the years. The
Maine Office of Substance Abuse
reported that the number of people
seeking some form of drug rehab
has tripled from 1,115 individuals
in 2010 to 3,463 individuals in 2014.
Programs such as the one the Mayor’s Coalition is proposing will offer
the resources that addicts in the cities
of Maine need, while also increasing
the consequences for supplying these
drugs. If the state of Maine can bring
the two sides of this fight together,
the possibility to end the heroin epidemic is possible. There are multiple
resources and groups that are working toward successful rehabilitation
and if these programs and groups are
enabled and aided by the state, the
end of the war on drugs in Maine is
in sight.

income tax, he is appealing straight to
the voters.
Asst. Local News Editor
LePage supported his reasoning for
the income tax reduction by pointing
Last Tuesday at a public town out that many Mainers choose to spend
hall meeting in Farmington, Maine, six or more months a year in states like
Governor Paul LePage verified that Florida and New Hampshire, because
he will be directing the effort for a these states do not have an income tax.
2016 ballot measure which would
Many voters have voiced their conimplement a flat income tax of 4% cern about whether or not benefits
percent by 2021, eventually eliminat- would be cut to compensate for the
ing state income tax entirely.
annual $3 billion loss from eliminatIf the ballot measure is passed, ing income tax. LePage responded
Maine’s wealthiest residents will re- that the state would raise its sales tax
ceive a massive tax cut. This would in an effort to capitalize on summer
allow for a reduction in the quality tourists. He also stated that employof Maine public services. The tax cut ing efficient state spending with welwill cost the state nearly $600 mil- fare programs will help make up for
lion, equivalent to
lost tax revenue.
approximately half
Another crucial
“elect people that
of the currently availaspect of LePage’s
are fiscally
able state funding for
four point plan is
K-12 education.
reforming Maine’s
responsible with a
This is just one
welfare system, allittle bit of
facet of LePage’s
though he does
common sense
“Vision for Maine”,
not seem to have
that won’t use
which includes welany concrete plans
fare reform, reducto accomplish this
ideology to stunt
ing student debt,
restructuring.
In
progress, and
and lowering energy
response to increasthat’s what we’re
costs for Mainers.
ing criticism that he
doing to the state
LePage announced
is not a “compasthese new initiatives
sionate governor”,
of maine”
at the first town hall
LePage said that almeeting, which will
though he cares for
be held weekly up to
the elderly, disabled
Paul LePage
the 2016 elections.
and mentally ill, he
Governor of Maine
His purpose for these
is “not going to help
events is to encourjust anybody for the
age Mainers to vote
sake of helping. I am
for legislators who will protect small not that compassionate.”
government and individual rights in
Despite this, the issue of college stuthe 2016 elections.
dents and student debt has caught his
Tuesday was LePage’s first meeting attention, with LePage commenting “I
since June, and he spoke for thirty min- feel really bad for the young people of
utes outlining his four-point vision. He this state, all I’m trying to do is comthen proceeded to respond to audience pete, attract younger people to Maine.
questions for an additional thirty min- Maine can have jobs.” LePage argued
utes. Centralmaine.com reported that that the high cost of education and stuLePage said “I ask you this when you dent debt is harming Maine, as gradugo to the polls in ’16…. I don’t care if ates are forced to leave the state to find
they’re independent, if they’re liberal, job opportunities. He voiced his disapif they’re Democrat, Republican, con- proval of the state legislature rejecting
servative, libertarian. I don’t care what his bill, which proposed interest free
their affiliation is, but I do ask you this: loans and a dollar for dollar tax credit
elect people that are fiscally responsible that would be eligible for any business
with a little bit of common sense that that helped cover their employee’s stuwon’t use ideology to stunt progress, dent loans.
and that’s what we’re doing to the state
LePage also spoke about cutting
of Maine.”
energy costs to encourage manufacLePage has received positive feed- turing companies to stay in Maine, as
back from his heavy emphasis on in- high energy costs have been attributed
come tax as the root of Maine’s fiscal to why Maine’s mills have been closissues. Maine’s income tax is currently ing in the past. He believes that the
at 7.1 percent which is high compared national energy debate is too focused
to the national average of 5.5 percent. on wind and solar, while he thinks
In June, Maine legislature did not pass that natural gas and heat pumps are
LePage’s proposed state budget, which the best fit for Maine.
included lowering the income tax to
Despite LePage’s insistence on these
5.75 percent. LePage refuses to give up, meetings being held on a weekly basis,
telling the Maine Public Broadcasting neither he nor his press secretary, AdriNetwork that by proposing a ballot enne Bennett, have shared the location
initiative to completely eliminate the or date of his next town hall meeting.

BY ADDIE BULLOCK

Common Ground Fair attracts thousands

Thousands gather to celebrate the importance of organic farming in Maine

Jenna Rumble
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Fireside Chats Installment IV: Changes and Plans
QUESTIONS AND TRANSPOSITION BY
CARLI JAFF
Managing Editor

Beginning on October 30, 2014, the
Echo began releasing a monthly installment featuring an interview with President David A. Greene. Each interview
covers a particular topic or issue related to the Colby community. Fireside
Chats is aimed at keeping the Colby
community, both on and off campus,
informed about Greene’s ideas for the
future of the College, as well as to provide a line of communication between
Echo readers and the Administration.
The editorial staff of the Echo welcomes
any topics, issues, or concerns that the
Colby community may want Greene
to address. To send suggestions, please
e-mail Features Editor Simone Leung
at skleung@colby.edu.
Echo: I want to talk about the different
ways that you’re improving the College,
whether it’s ...with new buildings or with
new policies....Tell me how this year
started: with new staff changes, new
policies, the softball field, things like that.
President Greene: My sense from the
very beginning was that Colby is an
extraordinary place, and with the right
kind of investments and focus…it
can be a place where students have an
unlimited set of opportunities while
they’re here and, ideally, as they leave
here. So, we’ve been thinking in a systematic way about how we’d do this,
where we’d need to make improvements, where focus investments would
have a major impact….One that was
clear was that we were underfunding
financial aid and that being able to
have a targeted effort around financial aid could help us attract a group
of very high-achieving students we
weren’t able to attract before. In the
same way…we were under investing in

our admissions and outreach effort, so
we focused in those areas. The results
there were promising: we saw a 47 percent rise in the number of applications.
It was the most geographically diverse,
academically prepared, and diverse
pool we’ve ever recruited to Colby. [It]
allowed us to admit 150 students who
were at the highest end of the achieving
pool….We’re also thinking about how
we can ensure that students and faculty
can do their very best work here and it
was clear that one of the areas where
we need to make some investments
was in the facilities and infrastructure
area. So, that’s where we began the process of looking at what the plan would
be for performing arts.
Our facilities were not originally built
for the programs that are there now and
are under-matched with the quality of
our programs….Our athletic facilities,
which were leading facilities many years
ago, have also lived out their usefulness
in some circumstances, and we were going to have to invest a lot of money just
to keep them going over the next several years….We made some immediate
improvements in cases like the baseball
and softball field. For me, that was essentially about…being able to provide
[students] with the right facilities to perform at a high level...
But, we’re also looking at a number
of other issues that are really important
to us: our focus on diversity and inclusion was critical in all of this…For
example, we started a targeted opportunity program for faculty to be able to
recruit more faculty from under represented groups….
There has been a lot of discussion
around the future of the library and
how we can make sure that continues
to be the focus of intellectual life at the
College….We’re focused on a set of issues that are related to the student experience overall, that relate to the global experience, internship experience,

research experiences, and how those
can really help to animate life here in a
compelling way. We’re thinking about
how the arts and how civic engagement
and athletics and healthy living can be
a really critical part of life at Colby, and
we’re working together with the faculty
to think about a long-term plan for investing in our academic programs and
ensuring that they are the very best at
any liberal arts college….
The last thing I’ll say…is that we’ve
thought a lot about the way that the
liberal arts connect to the larger world
and…our academic programs, student life programs, our internships,
and our research and global experiences but also…how we connect locally to Waterville. So, we’ve been
working with the city of Waterville
and with business leaders and civic
leaders and others about how to revitalize the core of this great city, and
that process is really moving along in
a very encouraging way….
E: I want to ask you about the College’s
purchase of the buildings in Waterville
over the summer.
PG: I think that the people who have
been here for a long time recognize
what a great city this is….I certainly
have experienced that while living
here. But, they’ve also recognized that
it’s a city that could use a boost right
now….The city’s core—the downtown
area—has lost some of its vibrancy….
There’s a lot to love about it, but it’s still
in need of some investment…. Great
cities have great downtowns, and it’s
important for Waterville to be one of
those places again.
So, we’ve been working with a group
of 20 plus civic and business leaders to
think about what would be possible,
and we’ve had five planning [meetings] with planners and architects to
think through what this could become.
And it’s been fantastic. There’s been

such good will and great creative ideas
about how to build on the assets that
are here….It was clear that we needed
to increase the density downtown and
increase the number of people that are
living on Main Street, that we need a
larger group of attractive retail choices
on Main Street to make this a great
opportunity, and that we need more
people working downtown….
We agreed that Colby would be one
of what we hoped would be many investors in Main Street....We think that
we can help facilitate, for example, the
development of a hotel on Main Street
that would provide a great way for
people to visit…or just take advantage
of this great area. We’ve talked about
the idea of potentially building a student apartment complex downtown
that would have a civic engagement
bend to it, and that has been very well
received. We’ve talked about buying
up some properties and abandoned
buildings that have become problematic on the street. We want to re-do
those properties and bring life back to
those spots….
E: Are you hoping to bring more people
from Waterville to Colby? As in, are you
hoping to use the baseball and softball
fields as a central focal point for community sports?
PG: That’s a great question—yes. All
of the facilities that we’ve just talked
about that are on Colby’s property—
the athletic facilities, baseball, softball,
performing arts—we designed from
the very beginning as thinking about
having a very strong connection to the
local community. That’s very unusual
for a college to think that way, and I
love that approach that Colby is taking
to these facilities. So, the baseball and
softball field can be a tremendous resource for local teams...and we’ve told
Thomas College that they would be
welcome to use that field….If we build

a pool, we will likely build a 50 meter
pool. It will be the only 50 meter pool
in the state of Maine, so that will allow
us to be the host for major regional
events. This, by the way, could have a
very positive effect on economic development in town because we’ll have a
lot of people coming here for that.
With the arts, there’s such a strong
arts ethos in Waterville and on campus,
but also in the city of Waterville, building a performing arts center could be a
compliment to what’s happening at the
Waterville Opera House and with Waterville Creates. This will start to really
build a strong arts program that could
exist throughout the city.
So, we’ve been thinking about that
from the beginning: how we can use
these to strengthen our relationship
with the community, how we can drive
economic development in Waterville,
and how we can enrich the College
and the larger area through the arts
and athletics and other areas.
E: Looking forward and at the most recent master plan, what are your reflections and thoughts?
PG: …I think what’s most important to
me is how we can think about the principles of design to further strengthen
our community. So, our master planning process is based, in part, on how
we continue to make this a really vibrant, dynamic community where
people interact in both structured
ways but also in those more serendipitous, happenstance ways that end up
in moments of discovery, moments
of meeting people, moments of trying
out new ideas, and really using our intellectual mission…in a very purposeful way into the campus design….At
the same time we’re thinking through
the longer-term needs of our academic
programs, our student life needs, and
how those will all come together on
the campus.

Thilly discusses research, new teaching role Story Time: increasing
inclusion on campus

Thilly’s research focuses on drug smuggling in China from 1832 to 1938.

BY STEVEN DANG
Contributor

Young and vigorous, the new Faculty Fellow in East Asian Studies and
History Professor Peter Thilly always
engages students in class. However,
Thilly’s office tells a different story.
A single book and a desktop computer are the only items on his desk,
and the decoration of the wall is even
simpler: two East-Asian-style posters with graceful Chinese women
dressed in early-1900s style outfits.
Professor Thilly found his passion for studying East Asia after
an academic exchange experience. Following a year in Thailand, Thilly went back to Madison, WI and decided to continue
studying Thai. Due to his proximity to the University of Wisconsin,

Courtesy of Peter Thilly

he was able to take a third-year
Thai language course with other
college students.
After beginning his undergraduate experience at Wesleyan
University, Thilly took interest in
another Asian country: China. He
studied Chinese language, history,
and philosophy courses. Thilly became charmed by the subject and
decided to focus on Chinese study.
Due to his various researching
opportunities at several prestigious Chinese universities to his
friendships with film and music
industry practitioners in Beijing,
the concentration and persistence
of China in Thilly’s work is clear.
Thilly has work experience at the
Number One Historical Archives
in the Forbidden City, and has also
had access to the League of Nations
archives in Switzerland to search for

evidence of cocaine trade in China
during the early twentieth century.
Due to the widespread distrust of
foreign scholars in China, access
to precious or important historical archives are difficult to obtain.
Nevertheless, Thilly was granted
access and has been conducting his
research on these archives.
Thilly is currently working on
a research project which he has
named “Treacherous Waters: Drug
Smuggling in Coastal Fujian, 18321938.” The research provides a new
perspective on the opium trade of
the 1800’s and early 1900’s. In China,
many hold negative feelings about
those who helped British merchants
sell opium to Chinese citizens, calling them traitors. However, Thilly’s
dissertation presents a different perspective about those involved: they
had to work as middlemen because
the opium trade was their only way
to support their family. Thilly explains that, they when faced with
such a difficult choice, they were
only choosing to support their families instead of acting in the interest
of the nation. It is the controversial
nature of this issue that makes the
research so engaging for Thilly.
Thilly admitted that he did feel
some pressure when he first arrived
on the Hill and realized that he was
the one who would be responsible
for students’ learning; it was an
entirely different experience as he
transitioned from pupil to professor.
However, he said that it was reassuring to find that students have come
to class highly engaged and ready to
work, and he has enjoyed his teaching experience thus far.
At the end of the interview, Thilly
said that his experiences in Thailand
and China changed him in many
ways. Most importantly, he now believes that the human family is more
important than any other form of
family or nation, and that people
should always be keen to empathize
with different cultures and peoples.

B Y K ATIE D EVRIES
Contributor

Story Time is a program initiated by the Student Government Association (SGA) in 2012
where students are nominated
to share a story with their fellow students. The stories may
include information about the
student’s background, but there
is no set format for the story.
During Story Time, a student
may speak about an experience,
recount a challenge in their
lives, or talk about an important
event that impacts their future.
Hundreds of students attend the
compelling narratives, coming
together as a community to support a colleague and learn from
their experiences.
Story Time represents the
best of Colby, where students
celebrate one another through
sharing and support. Past stories have included descriptions
of living with depression, images of being immersed in a
different culture, and depictions of a challenge in life that
appeared insurmountable.
According to SGA President Michael Loginoff ’16, the purpose of
Story Time is to give, “a senior an
opportunity to share with the community something that we may
not know about them. It’s a chance
for us to learn about and from the
identities of the people in our community and further our inclusion
on campus.” SGA Vice President
Brittany Chin ’16 agrees: “SGA’s
Story Time is an opportunity for
a member of our community to
tell a story, share an experience
or some advice. Story Time is a

way of expanding our discussion
of multiculturalism, diversity,
and inclusion on campus.”
Colby Seniors are nominated
by peers to present their story.
Chin explains, “The week prior
to the event, we send out a survey where all students have the
opportunity to nominate a senior. Then, SGA sits down and
looks who received the most
nominations.” If someone is interested in presenting at Story
Time, they need to spread the
word so they are nominated and
receive the most votes. For more
information on the Story Time
nomination process, students
should contact Multicultural Affairs Chair Ramon Arriaga ’16.
Story Time attempts to expose
the diversity of the student body
and the stories they have to tell.
“There is no pattern [of story]
that we are looking for. The point
of the event is to learn about the
diverse students and experiences
that we have at Colby. I’ve come
to learn over the many years that
we have been running this that
everyone has a story,” Chin said.
Loginoff pinpoints passion as
the most important criteria: “A
passionate story is definitely the
most compelling kind. It allows
us in the community to fully engage, immerse, and try to experience the story of the presenter.”
Chin agrees, saying that, “as long
as our presenter is truthful, passionate, and willing to share, their
story will be interesting.”
Bonnie Maldonado delivered the
first Story Time of this year to a
packed crowd on the steps of Miller library. To vote for the upcoming Story Time speaker, complete
a nomination online.
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Project Healing Waters brings veterans and students together
B Y S IMONE L EUNG
Features Editor

For veterans with disabilities,
fly-fishing has often served as
an effective form of physical and
emotional rehabilitation. Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing,
Inc. is a nonprofit organization
that promotes fly fishing and fly
tying as a form of
therapy for veterans. In addition,
they
organize
trips for veterans
and volunteers to
fly fish together.
On September
19, Gracie Baldwin ’16, who was
first introduced to
fly fishing through
a Jan Plan course,
helped
organize
a fly fishing trip
with Project Healing Waters for 24
people. The trip included three faculty
members, nine students, and a number of local Maine
volunteers and disabled veterans.
Fishing out of
the
Evergreen
Campgrounds in
Solon, ME, Baldwin said that the
day-long excursion was aimed
at helping veterans cope with the
after-effects
of
the wars in which
they fought. “None of the veterans
[on this trip] were physically disabled, but all of them had [PostTraumatic Stress Disorder] or
[Traumatic Brain Injury]….These

veterans have to suffer from these
kinds of things as a result of serving their country, so having something like fly fishing—which is a
very meditative, therapeutic activity—is great,” Baldwin said.
Baldwin explained how she first
got involved with the organization: “I think I was attracted to it
because of my interest in medicine but also my interest in medicine from the perspective of helping
people with a human health issue
without the use of
medicine or expensive therapy.”
“Especially when
you think about the
cost of health care,
when you talk to
these guys or people who have volunteered here for
a long time, [you’ll
realize that] people
will have gone to
tons of therapy
sessions, they’ll see
therapists,
they’ll
take medicine, and
nothing will get
better. They’ll go
out for a day of flyfishing and everything in their life has
changed,” she added.
On this particular trip, Baldwin
Gracie Baldwin said there was one
who was
Class of 2016 veteran
nearly blind. He
still continues to
fly fish regularly,
which helps him
with his impairments as it forces
him to be aware of all his senses.
Jack Burton ’17, who also volunteered on the trip, witnessed
the veteran’s fishing prowess

despite his impairments. “One
moment that really stuck out [to
me] was when I watched a veteran
wade out into fast moving water….
He began throwing the most perfect casts I had ever seen. When
he walked to the river bank he
grabbed his white stick and began walking upriver to a new
spot. He was blind. [Another
veteran] jokingly told me not to
go near him unless I wanted to
get hooked…. I think in the end I
was the student both on the river
and off,” Burton recalled.
Aside from facilitating this experience for veterans, student
volunteers also learned about
the experience of going to war.
“I learned…that most of the vet-

erans were Vietnam vets, and I
think that our generation—because we’ve never had a war that
was drafted—we don’t really understand what that’s like. I learned
about that,” Baldwin said.
“Basically, all of these guys were
drafted—some of them enlisted
but probably because they just
assumed they’d get drafted—so
they didn’t necessarily want to be
there. Because the Vietnam War
was such a hot issue, when they
got back, multiple people told
me they got spit on, got yelled
at, and got called ‘baby killers,’”
Baldwin added.
Because so many people were
anti-Vietnam War at the time, the
veterans were not honored when

Yes, something remarkable is
happening in Otisfield, Maine.
It is called Seeds of Peace.
Founded in 1993 by American Journalist John Wallach,
the camp began with a modest
46 youth delegates from Israel,
Egypt, Palestine, and America.
Since its birth, Seeds of Peace
produced over 5,000 seeds
across the globe in places ranging from Jordan to impoverished
Maine. These seeds were planted
to spread unity and harmony in
areas of conflict. And many of
these peacemakers were forged
in Maine.
Nathan Madeira ’17, a Government Major at the College,
worked as a counselor for Seeds
of Peace this summer. The camp
presented a unique opportunity
for Madeira, a native of Cumberland, Maine: he could engage
with global issues such as the
Arab-Israeli conflict without
leaving his home state. Thus,

when Madeira was accepted as a
counselor for the 2015 Seeds of
Peace campaign, he immediately
took the job.
Madeira had a myriad of responsibilities. He led the campers in outdoor activities ranging
from waterskiing to sailing, and
also served as a bunk and table
counselor, eating every meal
with the same group of campers.
“[I had] a table group with a
couple Israelis, a Palestinian, an
American camper with Palestinian origins, a girl from Afghanistan…I was there as a system of
support, to provide them with
someone they would feel comfortable talking to,” said Madeira.
During the day, Madeira was
amazed at the similarity of
Seeds of Peace to other summer
camps. Students from opposing,
violent areas are not enemies at
the camp; instead, through organized group games and daily
discussions led by trained facili-

tators, attendees become units sue, and in 1997 initiated Yearrather than individuals in con- Round Regional Programs for
flict. As the two summer pro- returning Seeds. These programs progress, youth recognize grams included cross-cultural
the humanity of the “other side”. interactions and dialogue ses“[At the end
sions to further
of the program],
empower students.
campers are split
Seeds of Peace
into
blue
and
recognized
that
green teams,” said
their message of
Madeira.
“For
unity could be lost
three days, they
amidst the realiare given entirely
ties of daily condifferent identiflict; thus, these
ties that supersede
initiatives
were
Palestinian, Israeli
established to reor Afghani backmind students of
grounds… after a
their transformalife of conflict, it
tive experiences at
was insane to see
camp. Otisfield is
how they accepted
only the start of a
these roles, gathlong process.
ered around this
Fortunately, the
team identity, and
impact of Seeds
supported
each
is already highly
other so quickly.”
evident. One forThis
support
mer Seed, Micah
does not end at
Hendler, created
Seeds of Peace.
the YMCA JerusaWallach’s original
Nathan Madeira lem Youth Chorus,
vision was to mold
a choir of PalesClass of 2017 tinian and Israeli
youth-in-conf lict
into peaceful and
high-schoolers
accepting leaders
that received inof the next generaternational recogtion, yet campers
nition. Yet another
faced unimaginagraduate
helped
ble hardships and
start
an
Arts
backlash when they returned Learning Center in the rubble
to their home countries. Some of Gaza. More broadly, Seeds of
were renounced by their fami- Peace students leave camp emlies, while others were isolated powered, educated, and deeply
from their communities for go- inclined to accept, if not agree
ing to camp with the “enemy”.
with, other cultures.
Results were also very difAnd campers are not the only
ficult to analyze internation- ones who feel changed by Seeds
ally. While the effectiveness of of Peace. Madeira felt the power
American Seeds students from of Wallach’s organization as he
areas like Syracuse, NY, were watched campers from internaeasily monitored, international tional conflict zones unify and
campers were placed back into forge friendships.
conflict zones without easily acSaid Madeira: “I was much
cessible support systems.
closer to being my best self out
Wallach recognized the is- there.”

“...people will
have gone to
tons of therapy
sessions...they’ll
take medicine,
and nothing will
get better. They’ll
go out for a day
of fly-fishing
and everything
in their life has
changed.”

B Y N ATHANIEL R EES

Asst. Features Editor
Picture this: a soccer game
rages in Otisfield, ME, a small
town in Oxford County. Players
dash, whistles blow, and cheers
for both sides ring through the
air. One striker receives the ball
near the opponent’s goal. He
cuts to his left side, curls his
toes around the ball and the net
bulges. Two teenagers whoop in
excitement on the sidelines.
An outsider might view this
game as rather boring, a traditional recreational game with
undeveloped players and a
shoddy pitch. Yet the scene is
remarkable.. Those two players,
hollering and high-fiving on
the sidelines? One is Palestinian and the other is Israeli. The
striker and the unselfish player
who chose to assist the winning
goal? A Mainer and an Afghan.

In 2015, Madeira became a counselor for the Seeds of Peace campaign.

Students and veterans went fishing in Solon, ME on September 19.

Courtesy of Nathan Madeira

Courtesy of Gracie Baldwin

they returned home. On the fishing trip, many veterans talked
about how the idea of honoring
those who have served is relatively
new. “When they came back…
most of them were not honored
for their service. That’s just something I went into not knowing at
all. I wasn’t like, ‘I want to do this
because I want to honor the Vietnam [veterans] because they didn’t
get honored when they came back.
But it was a cool aftereffect. They
were just so grateful to me for
organizing it,” Baldwin said.
Burton added that he exchanged numbers with one of the
veterans, and they are planning
on going fishing in October.

“...After a
life of conflict, it was
insane to see
how they...
supported
each other so
quickly.”
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Letter from the Editors:
With the rise of the Internet, newspapers across the country have
been shrinking, with some outright closing. College newspapers
have been similarly struggling, as campus news is delivered instantaneously, whether by a “share” button or with 140 characters and
a # sign. But in some ways, the mentality of the Internet has also
flowed over into newspapers.
A recent controversial opinions piece in the Wesleyan Argus
sparked a backlash against both the writer and the paper. The Argus
reported two weeks ago that 167 members of the Wesleyan community signed a petition that called for the school to defund the Argus
and for community members to boycott the publication.
These events at a fellow NESCAC school have highlighted the
disdain for student media publications across the country. It seems
to us that there is a common notion that when anything is “bad”, it
should be censored; taken down from the Internet and reprinted
with an apology in next week’s paper. Provocative or potentially
unpopular opinions are no longer eye-catching; they are offensive
and cause days, weeks, or months of discourse.
This new stance on journalism causes us to beg the question: what
happened to free speech? Isn’t that still a part of the Bill of Rights?
People are fighting—and dying— for their voices to be heard,
and many of these voices are squashed by censorship and political correctness. This weekend we are gathering to celebrate one of
the greatest martyrs of freedom of speech: Elijah Parish Lovejoy.
Shouldn’t we be supporting his legacy and the countless other
proponents of freedom of the press, not working to overthrow this
hallmark of American culture over political correctness? We want
to keep the spirit of free speech and press alive in our paper. We
believe that any member of the Colby community should feel comfortable contributing their opinion without fear of retribution.
Our goal is to create a lively, dynamic debate on campus. We provide an independent voice, a forum for discourse on campus, access
to information concerning the community, and work for aspiring
journalists. It doesn’t take much to support newspapers: read, write,
comment, or any and all of the above. We want to keep our paper.
The only way we can do this is with your support. We hope that you
help us attain this goal and keep our paper, and newspapers across
the country and the world, alive.
Sincerely,
Jake Bleich & Kiernan Somers
Co-Editors-in-Chief
Carli Jaff
Managing Editor
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Accept the bumps in your time abroad
Coming back to Colby after
a full semester away is one of
the weirder things I’ve done in a
while. I spent last spring in sunny
Sevilla, Spain, teaching English as
a second language to elementary
school students, taking classes,
traveling, and the like. Although
I ended up loving my time there
and I continually think back on
my experience, there were certainly bumps in the road that require some reflection.
First off, leaving my
family at Logan was
a bigger bump than I
thought it would be;
a small hill, if you
will. I barely slept the
night before out of the
typical anxiety/excitement combination, and I
babbled for the entire 30-minute car ride to the airport. We
got through bag-check early, so
we stopped at the little Dunkin’
stand for coffee and a bagel. I
prolonged the conversation as
long as I possibly could, realizing that these precious minutes
were the last I’d spend with my
three best friends until late May.
When the time finally came
for me to head through security,
my body went into autopilot:
churning stomach, pounding
head, shaking legs, the works. I
didn’t cry, however, until after I
had hugged my parents and my
sister, said goodbye, and began
to schlep my luggage toward the
metal detectors. I only started
to cry when I got past the point
where they could come with me,
and I turned back to see if they
were still there. They all were,
their arms around each other,
smiling widely and waving frantically. That’s when I lost it. I
began sobbing, almost uncontrollably, to the point where the
security guard had to help me
heft my stuff onto the conveyor
belt. I got it together a little bit
once I got my liquids and laptop
back and wheeled my way to-

ward my gate. So that was bump
one, with more to come.
Bump two was the adjustment
to Spain. Not to being abroad,
but to Spain. It’s obvious that
there is a large culture difference between my home and my
destination, but for some reason, my mind hadn’t accepted
it until I actually set foot in Sevilla. I had a lot of trouble finding my footing in the unique
culture that is Andalucia,
otherwise known as
Southern Spain. People
in Andalucia walk slow
Carli
but talk fast, judge you
Jaff
but open their arms to
you, and are a combination of traditional
and progressive, depending on the type of Sevillano you’re talking to. I found
myself spending a lot of time
in my room in my apartment
watching FRIENDS or Facetiming with people from home,
without really seeing a pattern.
I realized about a month in that
I was doing these things because they were comfortable.
They were what I
knew. It took me
a while to get the
strength to push
myself out of my
apartment
and
into the streets,
museums, cafés,
bars, and clubs.
Bump two (somewhat) complete.
Bump
three,
and possibly the
biggest bump of
all, was coming
to terms with the
fact that abroad wasn’t what everyone said it would be. It was
great at times and not great at
others, and for a long time I
thought I wasn’t doing it right
or that something was wrong
with me. I was upset because I
didn’t feel like I was having that
“life-changing experience” that

everyone seemed to be raving
about. It was an instant response
for almost everyone that went
abroad: “It was incredible. Seriously life-changing.” Or something along those lines. So, if I
was abroad, and I was going out
and making friends and traveling to cool places, why wasn’t
my life being changed? What
was so messed up with me that
I didn’t fit in with everybody
else? The answer, something
that I came to realize only after I returned from abroad and
came back to Colby, is NOTHING. Nothing was wrong with
me. Abroad wasn’t life-changing
for me. It may have altered me
as a person slightly: I can now
travel on my own confidently,
I’m a bit more comfortable in
my own skin, and I have a better
stance on drama, but it wasn’t
life-changing. It was another
experience in another place that
was really cool.
So, I guess what I’m trying to
say is this: don’t worry if you’re
abroad and you don’t feel like
it’s changing your life or your
very being. Don’t
worry if you’re
back from abroad
and you don’t
feel
like
you
learned
much
about yourself or
that you’re not a
different person
now than before
you went. Some
people have an
experience they
rave about every second of
every day and
already have plans to go back
in a month, and that’s great for
them. That just didn’t happen
for me. And although I was upset and bothered by that at first,
I’ve come to be at peace with it
now. I cherish my abroad experience for what it was, and that’s
all I can do.

“Don’t worry if
you’re abroad
and you don’t feel
like it’s changing
your life or your
very being.”
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The Unpopular Opinion

Those who puke shouldn’t have to juke medical care

“I honestly don’t think I’d call
security unless I was, like, sure you
were dying.” It may have only been
two-seconds of eavesdropping as
I passed a group of first-year girls
while hiking up to the apartments,
but this sentiment is hardly a lone
occurrence. Over the past
three years, I’ve written
multiple pieces about
my distaste of the College’s hard alcohol
ban, a policy that has
not only failed to stop
students from drinking
hard alcohol, but has also
pushed the consumption
of such drinks behind closed
doors, away from help.
Alcohol is, for better or for
worse, a mainstay of the Colby
culture. However, the same could
be said of most colleges worldwide. Likewise, many believe that
Colby students have become more
responsible with alcohol in recent
years. Though I don’t have empirical evidence, representatives
of both the administration and the
Student Government Association
have told me that, over the past
few years, rates of alcohol-related
hospitalizations have gone down
steadily. This trend may be the result of numerous factors, including the hard alcohol ban, increased
education, and the giving away of
Papa John’s on Loudness nights.
I believe that all of these features

have helped in some ways, but,
based on my own experience, I believe there’s a much more dangerous reason numbers have shrunk.
I hazily remember a night during my freshmen year that illustrates my concern. After a combination of shots, drinking
games, and a small dinner,
I found myself in a state
of utter black out. I don’t
Jake
know how I got back to
Bleich
my room or found the
trash bin that would be
my lone companion for
the next four hours, but I
do remember wondering one
thing: should I call security?
If I had walked in to find someone in my state, kneeling in front
of a trash bin, verging on unconsciousness, unable to move, I probably would have called. I don’t
think it would have been a question. But, as someone who had had
a number of “bad nights” while living in Australia, I decided not to.
Why would I choose ambulance
fees, court summons, and alcohol
probation over a bad night and a
worse hangover? I wasn’t exactly
thinking clearly.
Turns out, I was incredibly
lucky. Using a blood alcohol content (BAC) calculator the next day,
I typed in the number of drinks I
had (that I remember) over the
course of five hours, and came up
with a 0.24 BAC. While that might

What does it mean to be
living in the anthropocene?
Humans are destroying the humans have learned to adapt
Earth. This is a popular view of to the environment in order to
the effects of humans on the land, feed the growing population. Yes,
animals, and overall chemical humans have a larger impact on
makeup of the planet. On Sep- the environment than a squirrel
tember 15, I attended a lecture on digging up acorns, thus posing
Human/Nature in the Anthropo- a larger threat; however, they are
cene, where Professor Jim
still a part of the ecosystem, a
Fleming discussed differpart of nature.
ing definitions of and
I would like to believe
Anh
responses to the Anthat not all of humans’
thropocene. The Aninteractions with the
Uong
thropocene is a term
Earth are necessardeveloped by Eugene
ily bad. Humans have
Stoerner in the 1980s
altered the environthat describes a new epment and people claim
och where human activity
that because of that they
is considered the dominant
are going against nature, that
influence on the environment. their habits are “unnatural”. But
Through digging up the earth, that’s advocating for no change,
creating chemical weapons, and as if the best thing for nature
constructing new technologies, is for it to stay the same, as if
humans are shaping the composi- that is “natural”. But humans
tion and growth of the Earth and are a part of nature; we live and
everything on it.
breathe it every day. All of our
However, the dominant perspec- actions have an impact on the
tive of the relationship between environment, as does the envihumans and nature is framed in a ronment on us.
negative way. Humans are pollutThere is no denying that huing the air, water, and constantly mans have neglected the envidumping their trash wherever they ronment and that habitat desee fit. Humans have decreased the struction has occurred. We are
biodiversity of plants and animals, not the best at managing reslowly eliminating species through sources. Nonetheless, we have
inhumane and excessive practic- to stop looking at humans as
es. Humans have
outside of naincreased
ocean
ture, in order
acidification
and
to work togeththe amount of carer with nature
bon, nitrogen, and
to satisfy both
other gases in the
sides.
Humans
atmosphere, creathave built roads
ing a hole in the
and bridges, citozone layer. Pretty
ies, and towns,
much, humans are
but they have
contributing to the
also
rerouted
Earth’s, and thus
rivers, stopped
their own, downfall.
wildfires,
and
Although I do
regrown
fornot disagree that
ests. We may
humans have had a negative im- be changing the environment,
pact on the Earth, all of these but it doesn’t have to be for the
ideas distinctly separate humans worse. Living in the anthropofrom nature, as if they are not a cene means that we can make
part of it, but something that acts a meaningful impact on the
against it. However, humans and planet. So let’s move forward,
their interactions with the envi- taking into account how our acronment are equivalent to those tions affect nature, in order to
of any other animal trying to sur- move towards a more mutualisvive. The act of plowing dirt for tic relationship, one that brings
farms is just one mechanism that a brighter future.

not look like a lot, another two
drinks could have killed me.
Though I haven’t had a night like
that in years, I still worry for my
fellow peers. I worry that one of our
students might make the same decision I did, and not wake up in the
morning. According to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism, 1,825 college students
die every year from unintentional,
alcohol-related injuries. While the
wording implies a chunk of these
are due to drunkdriving accidents,
alcohol poisoning
undeniably takes
many young lives
every year. While
we can hope that
a friend or roommate of an intoxicated student will
call for help, a Cornell study showed
that while 19 percent of students
believe that they
should’ve reported
their intoxicated friend, only four
percent did so.
I believe that the Administration
must do more to protect the lives
of their students from this threat.
While I’ve come to terms with the
reality that my many pleas are unlikely to rid us of the hard alcohol
ban, I believe that there are other
ways to incentivize students to call

for help despite the potential repercussions. Of course, what I’m suggesting is to minimize those costs.
Medical amnesty is made up of
laws or policies that protect those
seeking medical attention as a result of illegal actions from liability. Over the past fifteen years, 21
states have signed Medical Amnesty Acts into law, along with
countless colleges and universities. The reason these policies are
so popular among higher learning institutions is
due to the theory
that, if there are
fewer repercussions, students
will be more likely to act on their
own or a friend’s
behalf in a dangerous situation.
I believe that,
in a place where
drinking is so
common, Colby
should
implement a medical
amnesty policy. Though underage students would still be liable
under Maine state laws—since
Maine has not signed a Medical Amnesty Act—I believe that
medical amnesty would encourage students to report potentially
dangerous situations.
Under such an agreement, Colby
students who have reported them-

“In a place where
drinking is so
common, Colby
should implement
a medical
amnesty policy.”

selves or have been reported by
their friends would be exempt from
probation. However, before you say
that such a policy would remove all
disincentives for binge drinking,
there will still be consequences.
Following the examples set by other schools, I believe a just solution
would be to require students who
utilize medical amnesty to undergo
a psycho-educational interview at
Counseling Services. From there,
the content of the interview will be
kept in the student’s internal file,
allowing the school to track repeat
offenders. However, these notations will not show up on any future record. At the discretion of the
Dean of Students and the Health
Center, serial binge drinkers may
be recommended to regular counseling or alcohol education. In this
way, the College would help students with their alcohol problems,
rather than disciplining them and
making them more fearful of getting the help they need.
Medical amnesty is a benefit
for both the Administration and
the student body. It would give
students reasons to practice responsible drinking practices
while also giving them incentives
to call for help when they need
it. Though I disagree with several
school policies regarding alcohol, I believe that, fundamentally, we want the same thing: a safe
drinking culture at Colby.

Letters to the Editor

Our Community of Care
BY COLBY HALL STAFF

As Community Advisors, our
job is multifaceted and changing, but at the core of what we
do is one simple thing: care for
one another and for our community. While we work hard every
day to ensure that each member
of our campus is safe and supported, we recognize that this is
not always the case.
Whenever someone drinks beyond a point of safety, there are
real and dangerous consequences.
We as a community should be
watching out for one another, not
allowing our fellow Mules to be-

come unsafely intoxicated. Every
transport is the responsibility not
only of the individual but also of
the community as a whole.
As CAs, we are with you at
dorm events and around campus
as well as after a rough weekend.
We’re on your side and we have
your back, and now we’re reaching out to you for your help. This
is for all members of the Colby
community. This message is for
the drinkers, the non-drinkers,
the athletes, the performers, the
presidential scholars, and every
single student who eats in the
dining hall, walks through the
spa, and tries to study on the

third floor of Miller. Please, think
about your role in this community of care.
As we go out and about this
weekend, whether to drink NattyLight or seltzer water, think about
what we can do to care for other
members of the Colby Community. We can be active bystanders.
We can be the voice of reason who
encourage our friends to drink responsibly or to take a night off. We
can look out for other members of
the Colby community. We can set
ourselves and our peers up for a
safe, fun, and inclusive weekend.
With love,
Hall Staff

Monday Night
is Colby Night at
Silver Street Tavern.
20% Off
Your Food Bill.

“I would like to
believe that not
all of humans’
interactions are
necessarily bad. ”

Faculty and Students
invited.

2 Silver Street
Waterville
207-680-2163
www.silverstreettavern.com

All you need is your
college ID
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Parque
María Luisa
by Drew Boulos
Was muddled pond water
and scaling wrought-iron
fences. Soggy Cruzcampo
wrappers and tattered tobacco rollers etched into
turf. Groves of orange trees
created a hideout of citrus and mint, covering us
from the ay guapa and the
chica, chica, es su hombre?
of town. The checkered
blanket stolen from your
Señora. A bottle of white
hucked against the tree
bark, sweet honey dribbling
from your half-stacked
smile. Parque María Luisa was like watching your
parents look at each other
across a campfire, like the
time we didn’t leave that
inn for two full days, like
watching your good eye
scan your favorite takeout
menu. Your sandalwood
breath after you’d kiss my
earlobes. But maybe I had
it all wrong. Maybe there
were no orange trees that
time of year. Maybe we
never existed outside of
María Louísa. Maybe it was
really that night in March
when you never came home
or when I deleted your
number for good, or when I
learned to not flinch every
time I heard the words I’m
yours in Spanish.

Arts & Entertainment
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Museum’s Fall Open House draws crowds
BY ARUNIKA BHATIA
Contributor

The Colby College Museum
of Art reopened its doors to the
public through its Fall Open
House on Thursday, September
24, 2015. From 6 to 6:30 p.m.,
visitors could meet and mingle
in the William D. Adam’s Gallery, surrounded by artist Peter
Soriano’s new installation: “Permanent Maintenance”. Accompanied by food, drink, and light
music, nearly 200 guests both
from the College and the surrounding Maine area enjoyed a
very cosmopolitan ambiance.
Notable guests in attendance
were artist Peter Soriano and the
Lunder Consortium for Whistler
Studies Fellow, Justin McCann.
The Open House celebrated
the opening of four new exhibits: “Aesthetic Harmonies:
Whistler in Context”; “BrandNew & Terrific Alex Katz in the
1950s”; “From the Studio: New
Works by Faculty Artists”; and
“Whistler and the World: The
Lunder Collection of James McNeill Whistler”.
Director and Chief Curator
of the Museum Sharon Corwin
opened the night’s events with
an introduction to the four exhibits as well as to the speakers for the night: McCann and
daughter of Peter Soriano, Francesca Soriano ‘16.
As put by Mirken Coordinator of Education and Public Programs Matt R. Timme, the exhibit “Whistler and the World”
portrayed 57 of James Whistler’s
works while “Aesthetic Harmo-

nies” explored Whistler’s influence on the rest of the 20th
century art world and beyond.
McCann took guests on a tour
of “Whistler and the World”,
works collected by alumnus Peter and wife Paula Lunder over
15 years, starting at the first
and most iconic piece: Chelsea
in Ice. Upon walking into the
Upper Jette Galleries, the first
piece that meets the viewer’s eye
is a bleak, icy portrayal of the
River Thames in London, England in February.
Chelsea in Ice captures Whistler’s style of taking everyday surroundings and making
them beautiful abstractions in
his own unique way. Whistler
contrasts the naturescape with
hints of industrialized London
in the background. Born in
Massachusetts, Whistler moved
to St. Petersburg, Russia when
his father, a famous engineer,
was commissioned to construct
a railroad for Czar Nicholas I.
After his father’s death, Whistler attended the United States
Military Academy at West Point
but eventually dropped out to
move to Paris, France. In 1855,
Whistler got to know Gustave
Courbet, the father of the Realist Movement, and soon found
himself portraying the urban
Parisian cityscape.
The exhibit “Aesthetic Harmonies” was curated by Colby
Associate Professor of Art Tanya Sheehan and the students in
her class “Whistler in Context,”
Maria Bowe ’15, Catherine
Maguire ’15, Caroline Pelham
’17, Francesca Soriano ’16, Veronica Vesnaver ’15, and Ma-

rina Wells ’15. Not only does
this exhibit explore Whistler’s
influences, it also looks more
closely at the context source
for Whistler himself, who was
very inspired by the English
Grand Manor Portrait Artist
William Hogarth.
Upon walking down the stairs
to the ground floor, one will see
the exhibit “From the Studio”: a
collection of artwork by faculty
at Colby. This exhibit displays
the work of Assistant Professor of Art Bradley Borthwick,
Professor of Art Bevin Engman,
Associate Professor of Art Gary

Guests attend the Museum’s Fall Open House.

Green, Associate Professor of
Art Garry Mitchell, and Associate Professor of Art Scott Reed.
For more information, one can
attend the Faculty Panel Discussion moderated by the Chief
Curator of the Portland Museum of Art, Jessica May, this
Thursday, October 1, 2015 at
6:30 p.m.
For more information on
Whistler, there is a symposium,
titled “Nature and Nation”,
starting at 9 a.m. on October
15, 2015 which will explore the
experience of American artists
working abroad.
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Screen pass

Grandma stuns as lesson in character development
BY EMILY MALINOWSKI
A&E Assistant Editor
and

TERRY O’CONNOR
A&E Editor

Grandma is a coming-ofage—or rather a coming-toterms-with age—dramedy that
might actually resonate more
with us than with our grandparents. Written and directed
by Paul Weitz, the film speaks
to the cross-generational plights
of women, both young and old,
and the challenges they face
in modern American society.
Heartwarming, disarming, and
often laugh-out-loud funny,
Grandma manages to navigate
these potentially intangible issues through the brilliance of its
female leads and the honesty of
the characters they portray.
Where topics of homosexuality, feminism, and teenage
pregnancy might otherwise
fall into the subplot of another
film, Grandma examines these
themes without slapping the audience in the face with rallying
calls for social reform. Instead,
they act as a simple set of conditions from which the majority
of the film’s plot unfolds.
Lily Tomlin plays the titular
grandma Elle Reid, a 70-year
-old lesbian woman living in
the post-fame of a successful
career writing feminist poetry.
After her partner of 38 years
dies, Elle has decided to pursue
somewhat of a devil-may-care
lifestyle. This includes ruthlessly dumping her much younger
girlfriend Olivia (Judy Greer),
paying off all of her debt at
once, and cutting up her credit
cards “just to make a point”.
All of this behavior comes
to a screeching halt when Elle’s
17-year old granddaughter Sage
(Julia Garner) shows up at her
doorstep with the news that she

is 10 weeks pregnant. Refusing to
ask her overbearing mother for
help, Sage begs Elle for $600 to
pay for the abortion that she has
scheduled for later that day. We
then see the two begin a daylong
odyssey in which grandmother
and granddaughter desperately
attempt to scrounge up enough
money for the procedure.
In the film’s initial scenes, the
bickering between the two women
provides the majority of the entertainment. There are some classic
grandma gags: grandma can’t read
a phone screen, grandma beats up

teenage punk, grandma doesn’t
know what Ebay is, etc. However,
these moments are soon made insignificant as the characters further develop. What at first looks
like a quirky duo—the old lesbian grandmother and her frizzyhaired, pregnant granddaughter—
eventually reveals itself to be a
beautiful friendship between two
struggling women. There is an
unmistakable camaraderie that
simultaneously arises from and
celebrates the female experience
of the human condition.
Drama and comedy, as it turns

Oscar award winning actress Lily Tomlin stars in Paul Weitz’s “Grandma.”

out, are not mutually exclusive.
Perhaps the most genius part of
the film is its successful treatment of this juxtaposition. In
fact, the contrast between the
two accurately mimics the absurdity of everyday life in a way that
imbues the film with a rare level
of depth. In Grandma, moments
of comedy are quickly followed
by, or often occur simultaneously
as, some of the film’s most emotional scenes.
Paul Weitz’s characterization
of the two leading women provides a refreshing honesty to the

Courtesy of Wikipedia

overall film. That being said, the
most remarkable contribution
to the film has to be the performance by Lily Tomlin herself.
For those of us who are unfamiliar with Tomlin’s career, as I was
before seeing Grandma, her role
as Elle seems to have been a natural fit. Along with her extensive
career as an actor, she has been
a comedian, a vocal feminist,
and a pioneering voice for LGBT
rights, as well as a gay woman
herself. Perhaps that is why she
is able to so expertly communicate Elle’s impulsive and energetic character while delivering
every line with perfect timing.
Elle’s unapologetic “screw
you” attitude is one of the character’s most defining traits. In
one scene, she yells to a barista
“I’m spelling out your name:
FUCKHEAD,” which exemplifies the mix of anger and arrogance the character projects to
those around her throughout
the film. It is in the rare private moments and in the intimate talks with Sage where
Tomlin truly shines, however.
During these moments, every
word she utters reveals the unspoken pain she feels for the
loss of her partner. By contrast,
the loud, angry character we are
first introduced to seems like
just a shell. Through the course
of one day, the movie certainly
shows the winding journey of
two women, but it has a much
simpler goal. Grandma provides
an excellent case study in successful characterization. In this
case, the 82 minute long movie
is nothing more than an emotional insight into the pain of a
heartbroken woman.
Grandma is a quick-witted
masterpiece that will catch you
off guard with its emotional
resonance. If nothing else, Lily
Tomlin’s performance alone is
worth the seven dollars you pay
for a ticket.
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Looking towards BMR’s Fall musical
Wright has been with the group
since the start, and has played
Managing Editor
the piano for every show every
semester for the past 30 years.
Broadway Musical Revue He is a staple of BMR, and is be(BMR) is a longstanding Colby loved by all of its members past
tradition loved by many stu- and present.
dents. BMR is a student-diBMR is currently comprised
rected musical group in which of 16 students, with six new
students of all class years put members joining the cast: Joon a show comprised of songs seph Mariani ’18, Sara Hoffman
from a variety of musicals. The ’18, Julia Warnock ’19, Emily
musical is known for its humor, Dunn ’19, Kaylee Pomelow ’19,
sparkly energy, and fun selec- and Christopher Collmus ’19.
tion of songs.
“It’s great to share a common inSince originating in the fall of terest with such a diverse group
1985 by students Mel Ruff ’88, of people. BMR recognizes each
Patty Cirigliano ’88, and Lauren of our individual strengths and
Frazza ’88, BMR has continued encourages us to put them forto grow and improve over the ward, while also understandpast 30 years. The
ing that none of
cast of fall 2015
us are perfect. I
is excited to welam so excited to
BMR recognizes be a part of BMR
come back previous BMR membecause they uneach of our
bers to a 30-year
derstand that, inreunion that will
dividually, each
individual
occur during the
one of us brings
show on Novemsomething
new
strengths and
ber 12-14, 2015.
and different to
encourages us
This year’s BMR
the table that can
directors, Brenbe
collaborated
to put them
dan Leonard ’16,
with the whole
Olivia Gould ’16,
group to create
forward, while
and Carli Jaff ’16,
something specare very excited
tacular,” Pomelow
also
for alumni to
said. Dunn added,
come back to the
“From the mounderstanding
Hill and watch the
ment I was first
that none of us
show, but they are
ambushed with a
also looking forsparkly headband
are perfect
ward to meeting
in Miller I knew I
previous members
had found some of
of BMR and hearthe most eclectic,
Kaylee Pomelow
ing about their
supportive
and
experiences. The
talented
people
at
Class of 2019
current cast is
Colby.”
hoping to invite
Students from
BMR alumni onall walks of life
stage for a number during the join BMR, but the one thing
show in order to bring the past they all have in common is
and present of BMR together.
their love for musical theater.
Although the BMR alumni are Gould commented, “Participatexcited to come back to the Hill, ing in BMR is some of the most
there is one member of BMR fun I have on campus. For me,
who everyone is the most excit- the best way to get rid of the
ed to see: pianist Gerry Wright. stress from the week is to sing

BY CARLI JAFF

“

.”

and dance to Broadway music.”
Hoffman added, “BMR is a great
experience. Everyone is full of
energy. Each individual brings
something unique to the group
and comes to practice with lots
of enthusiasm.”
Mariani, a member of the
Colby football team, has always
loved both theater and football.
“I’ve always wanted to audition
for BMR and I’m so glad that I
did! It’s such a great experience
so far. I love it... We’ve got great
leadership in our directors and
I have the confidence that we
can make a great show because
of them.”
Sam Reed ’16 has been a part
of BMR since the spring semester of his first year at the College. “BMR is just a big, sparkly family. I’ve made my best
friends in BMR and I love musical theater, and nowhere else
can I be as comfortable or as
much of a musical theater geek
as I am in BMR,” Reed said.
This semester, showgoers
can expect to hear music from
“Book of Mormon”, “Legally
Blonde”, “Funny Girl”, “In the
Heights”, “West Side Story”,
“Hair,” and more. BMR consists
of numbers that include the
whole cast, small group numbers, a song rewritten by cast
members that centers around
an aspect of Colby, a number
where a member of the audience is pulled up, and performances with difficult and attention-grabbing dancing. The
show is dynamic for both members of the cast and audience
members, and the audience
will experience a cabaret-style
set-up of round tables supplied
with drinks and snacks while
watching the show.
BMR takes place on November
12, 13, and 14, 2015 at 7:30 p.m.
in Page Commons. To find out
more, email Brendan Leonard
(bleonard@colby.edu),
Olivia
Gould (olgould@colby.edu), or
Carli Jaff (crjaff@colby.edu).

Breadth of newest faculty artwork
on display in the Lower Jetté
tempera collage. In the faculty exhibition, she will present
Contributing Writer
works where she has applied to
sandpaper. Those familiar with
Limestone carvings, oil paint- her previous work will find the
ings, pastel on sandpaper: these constellations of pastel marks
works of art and many oth- an exciting departure from
ers are currently on display in some of the representative work
the faculty exhibit at the Colby she has worked on in the past.
College Museum of Art. “From
Borthwick, on the other hand,
the Studio: New Work by Fac- will be presenting a return to
ulty Artists” is
limestone
carva new exhibiing in which he
tion that presents
casts his limework from five
stone work with
“Everyone in the
art
department
urethan rubber to
faculty members:
a mold
museum has been produce
Assistant Profesfor making copsor of Art Bradley
ies. In the show,
wonderful in
Borthwick, Prothe copy is made
fessor of Art Bevof unfiltered beeshelping the show
in Engman, Assowax. Other works
come together.
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BY MICHAELA MORRIS

tiple other exhibits,” said Engman. “I’m grateful to all my
colleagues in the museum and
thank them for their help,” she
continued. Borthwick agreed,
saying, “The museum staff
are wonderful people. Curator
Beth Finch is a true pleasure
to work with—always available
and timely in communicating
throughout the process.”
Beyond the collaboration for
this event, both professors are
incredibly grateful to have the
museum on campus. “I enjoy
the sanctity of museum space—
having such space down the hall
is an important complement to
the teaching studio,” Borthwick
said. Engman added, “It’s wonderful having an art museum,
the caliber of ours, on campus. Its collection has grown
so much, and the loaned works
they bring are truly amazing.
Colby’s art majors, both in art
history and in studio, interact
with the collection, are inspired
by it, and develop a hands-on,
intimate relationship with art
because of our Museum. Its
presence makes teaching and
learning a completely different
experience.”
On October 1, 2015 at 6:30
p.m., Jessica May, Chief Curator at the Portland Museum of
Art, will moderate a discussion
with all participating artists in
the Museum’s Lower Jetté Gallery. The exhibition is on display through October 25 in a
gallery adjacent to the Landay
Classroom on the lower level of
the museum.
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JOKAS ’
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!
Woodchuck Summertime Cider
$9.99/ 12 Pack + Tax and Deposit
Budweiser Black Crown Bottles
18-pack Bottles
was $18.99, now $11.99
Shock Top Shockolate Chocolate
Wheat 12-pack Bottles
$5.99 + Tax and Deposit
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.

207-873-6228
To Hip Hop, with Love

Rosemarie Roberts gives a talk before “To Hip Hop, with Love” performances.

Race Rekations Films
October 5
6:30 p.m.
Diamond 141

Alex Katz Tour
October 6
12:00 p.m.
Museum Lobby

Lovejoy Convocation
October 5
7:30 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel

Izzy Zaidi| The Colby Echo

Music in the Museum
October 8
12:00 p.m.
Lower Jetté Gallery
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Su-do-ku!
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8 4 2
5
www.web4sudoku.com

Echo Corrections

In the September 24th issue, the Colby Echo regretfully
misprinted a number of facts. Below are the corrections.
“Stahl family partners with the Creative Writing Department to send student interns to Grub Street”
The Grub Street internship is a new program that has yet
to be awarded through the Creative Writing Department.
Kylie Walters did not use the Department as a resource;
rather she found and secured the internship through her
own means. The Stahl Writer-in-Residence, which brings
a writer in Kristina Stahl’s memory to campus, has been
going on for many years. The Stahl internship has yet to be
given out, and it will begin this summer.
“Teach For America shouldn’t exist”
The headline should have read “I wish Teach For American didn’t Exist—and that’s exactly why I’m joining them.”
“Riverview certificate controversy”
The name “Riverdale” appeared numerous times, in place
of “Riverview.”

We’ve got problems: Student survey responses
From
September
1317, the Echo ran a survey,
which asked the Colby community: “what’s the biggest
problem at Colby?”
Over the course of four
days, 165 people responded to the survey. As shown
in the graph, the five most
popular responses were
lack of diversity (44 votes),
dorm damage (36), lack of
student engagement (23),
current hard alcohol policy
(16), and dining hall services (8).
While these answers were
all suggested in the survey,
many weighed in with other problems. We’ve broken
these into different groups
based on objective similarities. Under the umbrella
of “Problems with Student
Culture,” responses included answers like smoking on
campus (5), sexual violence
(2), and political correctness (2). “Problems with
Student Drinking Culture”
included binge drinking
(3), party culture (2), and
hook culture (1). Responses
within “Problems with the
Administration” involved
lack of medical amnesty (3),
counseling services (3), and
lack of transparency (2).
“Other” responses included
Colby’s lack of air conditioning (1) and restricted
roof access on Heights.
The Echo will have a follow-up article further examining these frustrations.

Sports

Waterville, Maine

Men’s soccer draws
against Trinity College
BY JACOB ADNER
Contributor

The fall atmosphere settled in
as the Colby men’s soccer team
prepared for battle. In a feisty
match this past Saturday, the
men in white fought hard against
a formidable Trinity team to
reach a 1-1 draw. The evenly
matched foes traded shots all
the way to the end. Coming
off an impressive win against a
talented Williams
squad —their first
in fifteen years —
the Mules understandably
came
ready to fight.
The game began
with the Mules
firing on all cylinders, using the
momentum from
their last big win.
The teams played
evenly throughout
the game ending
with nearly equal
stats in almost every category, most
notably in shots
on net and corners. Tough defense from both
teams made finding open passing
lanes difficult. A back and forth
game resulted in late action,
with both goals coming in the
last ten minutes of regulation.
With time winding down, the
Mules saw a glimmer of light
in a long pass down the field
towards Chandler Smith ’18.
Smith settled the ball and continued the run down the right
side of the field. He had a step
on his defender allowing the
play to progress in the form of
a pass to senior co-captain Tim
Stanton ’16. Stanton received the
ball with enough space to take a
look at goal. Coming from the
left side, he planted and placed
the shot beautifully past Trinity
goalie Mateo Zabala. Zabala had
a good day overall stopping five
shots, only allowing Stanton’s
goal at 81:09. Stanton has been
the recent hero for the Mules as
he scored the overtime winner

against Williams last week. The
break in score seemingly galvanized Colby as they prepared to
hold off the Bantams.
Their excitement may have
led to a breach in discipline as
Trinity took advantage of an opportunity a mere three minutes
later. Following the Colby goal,
the game resumed with the same
back and forth style of play that
had occupied the first eighty
minutes. Excitement heightened
both in the stands and on the
field as the clock
ticked down. A
quick lapse in defense allowed for
Trinity to collectively move in on
net. Trinity’s Mark
Perrault anticipated a shot opportunity for teammate
Cody Savonen and
passed him the
ball with space.
Savonen gathered
the ball and, in one
motion, chipped
a close range shot
past Colby keeper
Dan Carlson ’19.
Aside from the
one goal, Carlson
played well, making six saves and
keeping the Colby
defense in check with communication from the back of the
field. Trinity’s late goal shed a
new light on the presumed outcome of the game. Valiant effort
on both sides led to a 1-1 draw
following a scoreless overtime.
The well-played, yet disappointing tie brings the Mules
to 2-3-1 overall and 1-2-1 in
interleague play. The Mules
look to continue their energetic
play against local rival Thomas
College on Monday, September 28. Following this matchup,
they play an interleague game
against Middlebury on October
3. Trinity continues their season
with a midweek game against
NESCAC opponent Connecticut
College on September 29. After
their battle with Trinity, Colby
Men’s soccer looks to keep the
season going strong in these
next few matchups.

The wellplayed yet
dissapointing
tie brings the
Mules to 2-31 overall and
1-2-1 in interleague play.
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Golf struggles in tournament
BY ANDREW D’ANIERI
Staff Writer

The Colby College golf team
knows that with such a short
season, they have to make every round count to be successful. The Mules got their season
started in mid-September with
the Bowdoin Invitational from
Sept 12 to 13. Unfortunately,
the Mules finished last out of
the eleven teams competing at
Brunswick Golf Club. The field
included NESCAC foes Bates
and Bowdoin among other teams
from around New England. Colby finished with a disappointing
team score of 689, but showed
improvement as the tournament
wore on.
Geoff Sullivan ’17 paced the
Mules by shooting an outstanding 160 over the two-day event.
The former NESCAC Rookie of
the Year saved his best for Sunday
when he shot a 78 in an attempt to
rally the team back into contention. Captain Chris Gallogly ’16
and EJ Rauseo ’17 each recorded
a score of 170 for the tournament.
Both found Saturday to be difficult, but they seemed to figure the

course out on Sunday by shooting 84 and 82, respectively. Scott
Lehman ’16 and Charlie Ruhl ’18
rounded out the Mules finishers
with matching scores of 186. Ruhl
showed the most improvement on
the team by dropping 12 strokes
from 99 in his first round to 87
the following day.
The Mules didn’t have to travel
far for their next tournament,
the Thomas College Invitational
on September 23 at Waterville
Country Club. The field was
comprised of five other Maine
schools, which gave the team
an idea about how they stacked
up against the best teams in the
state. The Mules were without
Sullivan for the tournament, but
managed to take 4th place with
a team score of 336 in the oneround event. Saint Joseph’s College dominated the day with a
score of 297, while Maine Maritime Academy and University of
Maine-Farmington also finished
ahead of Colby.
Lehman anchored the Mules by
finishing 10th place overall with
a round of 81. Nick O’Connor ’19
and Andrew Beacham ’17 weren’t
far behind 14th place with twin
rounds of 84. Dan Dupont ’18

carded a solid 87, which was
good for 18th, and Devin Albert
’17 ended 27th place with a 96.
With only three events left in
the season, the Mules have had
little time to come together as a
team in the hope of qualifying for
the NESCAC championships. The
team has a solid mix of players
under the leadership of captain
Gallogly, whose experience has
been invaluable to the team so far.
Seniors Lehman and Alex Walsh
’16 should be steady contributors
for the Mules this season. Sullivan is likely the team’s standout
player and leads a talented group
of juniors that includes Beacham,
Rauseo, and Albert. Sophomores
Ruhl and Dupont will compete
with classmates Lawrence Dickey
’18 and Alden Southworth ’18
for spots on tournament rosters.
Lone first-year O’Connor will
look to build on some promising
early play.
The Mules’ next tournament is
this weekend’s NESCAC qualifiers at Williams College. The
team will then travel to the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Tournament
on October 10 before finishing
the season the next day at home
in the Colby Classic.

W. Soccer suffers home loss
BY GRACE BUCKING
Contributor

This past Saturday morning,
the Colby’s women’s soccer team
played its fifth contest of the 2015
season against Trinity College. It
was a close game, with the Bantams
ultimately topping the Mules 1-0.
Entering the weekend, Colby held
a record of 1-2-1 on the year and
0-2-1 in the NESCAC, with a tie
against Connecticut College and
losses to both Tufts and Williams.
The women had hoped to improve
their conference record, but, despite putting up a strong fight, they
were unfortunately not able to do
so. Trinity improved to 5-1 on the
year and 3-1 in the conference after defeating the Mules. The game
marked Trinity’s fourth straight
win in Waterville.

The contest’s lone goal came just
over ten minutes
into the second half.
Trinity’s Andi Nicholson scored after
fellow junior Laura
Nee snuck a pass
behind the Colby
goaltender,
firstyear Sam Rizzo ’19.
It was one of eleven
total shots on goal
for the Bantams,
eight of which were
stopped by Rizzo. On the other end
of the field, Colby posted fifteen
shots on goal, but none made it
past Trinity’s goalie Monica DiFiori, who finished with seven saves
and earned her fourth shutout of
the year. Catherine Fraser ’19 led
the Colby team with four shots
on goal, and Nicholson led Trinity
with six. Other notable statistics

include Trinity’s total of ten fouls
compared to Colby’s
two, and Trinity’s
five corner kicks
versus Colby’s four.
The Mules held
their own against
their
opponent,
even though they
could not ultimately
overcome
them. They had a
number of scoring
opportunities, but
the Trinity defense stayed strong.
The two teams will not face each
other again this season unless they
meet in the playoffs. Colby’s team
will remain busy as they enter this
week with two upcoming games
against Southern Maine at home
on Wednesday, September 30, and
at Middlebury for a huge league
match on Saturday, October 3.

The Mules
held their own
against their
opponent

Field Hockey

NESCAC
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Bowdoin
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0
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3

0

5

1
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3

1

4

1

Williams

3

2

6

2

Hamilton

2

2

5

2

Trinity

2

2

3

3

Amherst

1

2

4

2

Bates

1

3

3

3

Colby

1

3

5

3

Wesleyan

0

2

2

5

Conn. Coll.

0

4

1

6

Come experience YOGA in an authentic studio space.
Classes taught by highly certified teachers.
7 days a week Several times a day
We’re just down the hill at 5 School Street
Check us out at : www.schoolstreetyoga.com
YogaHour (Warm) yoga for all levels
Wednesdays 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Vinyassa Flow (Hot) Yoga
Fridays 12:15 p.m. - 1:15 p.m.
Both classes only $10 for drop-in!
10 class pass are available for any class at the studio for $9 per class!
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Cross country starts strong
BY DREW LADNER
Contributor

After a long offseason, the
Colby men’s and women’s cross
country teams came out of the
gate looking as strong as ever.
After opening the season ranked
21st nationally in Division III,
the men’s team began the season
hoping for a win over Bates following last year’s tie. With an
impressive time of 19:15, AllAmerican David Chelimo ’17,
was able to edge out Bates runner Allen Sumrall by 12 seconds
to take home first place for the
Junior/Senior six-kilometer race.
He was not Colby’s only first
place finisher of the day, as Sam
Sinkler ’18 was the top runner of
the Freshmen/Sophomore race
with a time of 19:52. With three
top five finishers in each of the
races, the meet ended with Colby
winning both competitions, giving the team a 62-48 victory over
the Bobcats.
The women’s team had similar
success. With a 65-45 loss to the
Bobcats last year, the squad was
seeking revenge on its NESCAC
rival. The women looked strong
in their first meet with tri-captain Alanna McDonough ’16
leading the charge with a time of
17:05. Despite a narrow score of
28-27 with Colby on top in the
Junior/Senior Race, the fresh-

men and sophomores pulled
through when Taylor Kennedy
’18 finished the 2.84 mile course
in 17:11 to earn first place, allowing the team to beat Bates
58-52. Combined with the men’s
team, Colby Cross Country was
able to defeat Bates 120-100, as
all four of the first-place finishers were Mules.
After boosting their confidence with the win over Bates,
the teams still needed to prepare
for the Bowdoin College Invitational this past Saturday. Both
teams gave their top runners the
day off, allowing the program to
showcase its considerable depth.
The men’s team came into the
8,000 meter race hoping to have
the top finishers. With a competitive field of ten teams, Colby performed remarkably well.
Though the Mules did not repeat the previous weekend’s performance and secure first place,
they did have the other four of
the top five times. Benard Kibet
’18 was the best Colby finisher
and earned second place, with
a time of 26:19.9. Other stars of
the invitational included Noel
Feeney ’18, Reeve Maddux ’19,
and Tom O’Donnell ’17 who
finished third, fourth, and fifth,
respectively. Andrew Estrada
’16 was able to round out the
top ten. The Invitational was
certainly a chance to highlight
some promising young runners,

most notably freshman Maddux,
who finished in the top four
of his first two races for Colby.
Overall, the team finished with
a total score of 24 and edged out
rival Bowdoin for the top spot of
the meet.
The women’s team headed to
Brunswick ready to follow up
on their success of the previous
week. The team was able to finish the 6,000 meter race in second place. With a score of 63,
Colby had five runners crack
the top fifteen. Amy LoTemplio
’19, tri-captain Laurel Whitney
’16, Mahal Alvarez-Backus ’19,
and Elizabeth Holland ’19 finished 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th
respectively. However, the most
impressive runner was freshman
Margo Buys ’19, who finished
ninth with a time of 24:20, a
noteworthy feat in a field of 10
teams. The fact that four of the
five top-15 finishers are freshmen highlights the success this
team is going to have in the future. Although Bowdoin was able
to edge the women’s team out in
this race, Colby hopes to build
on the success of the last two
weeks for future races.
Both teams can look ahead to
this Saturday where they will be
racing at the Lehigh Paul Short
Run in Bethlehem, PA. Hopefully, they will be able to perform
as well as they have the past two
weeks and take home the victory.

Field hockey goes 1-1 this week
BY HENRY DODGE
Contributor

The Colby field hockey
teams went 1-1 in their games
this week. They started out on
Wednesday with a shutout win
against University of Maine at
Farmington. The Mules came
out strong with three goals in
the first half, beginning when
Misha Strage ’16 struck first, assisted by Caroline Ferguson ’17.
Colby followed up the fast start
with a goal by Kat Restrepo ’18
(assisted by Elizabeth Zusi ’16
and Strage) off of a penalty corner. They then finished the half
with a goal from Megan Fortier
’16 (assisted by Kallie Hutchinson ’19). Fortier would strike
again in the second half when
she slammed a ball into the
right side of the cage to end the
game. Colby also played great
defense, only allowing UMaine
Farmington to get five shots off
throughout the game. Goalies

Sarah Evans ’16 (also a team
co-captain) and Riley Whitmyer ’19 had two and three saves
respectively. The Mules handed
UMaine Farmington their first
loss of the season with a great
all-around performance.
Colby then took their momentum into the weekend with
a match-up against Trinity College in Waterville. The game
was a battle for NESCAC bragging rights, and both teams were
1-2 in league play going into the
game. The home team struck
first on Saturday with a goal
from Fortier (assisted by McKayla Blanch ’17). Erika Smith
’18 scored on a corner at 34:14
to cut the Bantams lead to 3-2
(assisted by Fortier and Anna
Rudinski ’19), but Colby was
unable to continue their momentum as Trinity went on to
win 6-2. Evans made eight saves
for the Mules, who were aggressive on the offensive end, leading Trinity 24-20 shots on goal.
After the week, Colby moved

to 4-3 overall and 1-3 in the
NESCAC. The Mules have two
of the NESCAC’s top offensive
players in seniors Strage and
Fortier, who are in the top five
in the conference for both goals
and points. The team has been
playing well on offense so far
this season, as they are tied for
second in total goals in the NESCAC and are ranked fourth in
the conference in the number
of shots as a team. Colby is also
ranked second in the league for
team assists.
Early on in the season, the
Mules are 10th in the NESCAC, but they are looking for
a non-conference win against
the University of New England
at home on Monday before
making the trek to Middlebury, VT for a game against
the Panthers on Saturday. Colby has two more away games
against Husson (October 7)
and Wesleyan (October 10)
before returning home to face
Amherst on October 17.

Football drops home opener
BY RUSSELL OLLIS
Staff Writer

Despite high expectations,
the Colby College football team
opened the season in disappointing fashion as they dropped their
home opener 34-0 against NESCAC foe Trinity College.
The exciting atmosphere at
Harold Alfond Field on Saturday, September 26 quickly faded
right as the game began as the
Bantams marched down the field
and scored after only six plays.
After the Bantam defense stifled
Colby’s first possession of the
game, Trinity once again drove
down the field, seemingly with
ease, and tacked on another six
points. By midway through the
first quarter, the Mules already
found themselves in a 14-0 hole.
An unsuccessful Colby drive
gave Trinity the ball back and

the Bantam offense wasted no
time in finding the end zone
again. Trinity quarterback Sonny Puzzo hit teammate Darrien
Myers on a 43-yard touchdown
strike on the very first play of
their next drive. The first half
ended on a sour note for the
Mules as quarterback Gabe Harrington’17 was picked off by a
Trinity defender, who took it
to the house to put his team up
27-0 at the half.
The second half consisted of a
heavy dose of Trinity’s run game
as they tried to eat up as much
clock as they could. They finished
off their scoring with a three-yard
touchdown run with only four
minutes left in the game.
The Colby defense allowed
Trinity to take a total of 439 yards
on offense, but the Mule offense
also struggled as they could only
muster up 159 total yards against
the Bantam defense.

Tight end Henry Holmes ’16
was injured for the game but
made it known that it’s still early
in the season and the team has a
lot of potential. “We learned a
lot from this game,” Holmes said.
“Were going to go back and look
at the film and we’ll become a
better team because of it.”
“Our offense struggled to control the tempo of the game and
to capitalize on scoring opportunities,” added Harrington. “Our
defense was on the field a lot
and gave up some big plays that
proved to be crucial in the end.”
Holmes and Harrington both
agreed that the game was a learning experience and that they
cannot dwell on it for too long.
Holmes said. “We’ll just put it
behind us and prepare for our
next opponent.”
The Mules head to Middlebury,
Vt. next Saturday to battle the
Panthers of Middlebury College.
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Devastator of the Week

Chilemo has been the face of Colby Cross Country since he came to Waterville Courtesy of Colby Athletics

David Chilemo ’17
Sport:
Men’s Cross Country
Position:
Varsity Runner
Hometown:
Nyahururu, Kenya
Why:
Chilemo has continued to cement his status as a true all-American runner with stunning race times. In his last race against Bates,
he posted a time of 19:15 on the 6km course,
beating Bates’ fastest runner by 12 seconds.
He is one of the best runners in New England, and is continuously improving his times.

Colby on Deck
Volleyball at Amherst
Fri., October 2

8:00 p.m.

Amhest, MA

M. Soccer at Middlebury
Sat., October 3

11:00 a.m.

Sat

Middlebury, VT

Field Hockey at Middlebury

Sat

W. Tennis vs. Simmons

Sat

Sat., October 3

Sat., October 3

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

Middlebury, VT

Waterville, ME

